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Demystifying Propeller Pitch

the hub. Measuring the blade angle at the 75- percent radius station (three-fourths of the way out on the blade from the hub axis) may calculate to 74 inches of ... 
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Understanding your prop's effective and nominal pitch numbers



FRED FELIX



A



n intriguing mystery in aviation, falling somewhere after questions such as, "How is lift created?" is, "Why do propeller manufacturers recommend different pitch numbers for the same aircraft?" The answer doesn't lend itself to a 10-second-over-the-phone sound bite, and a simple answer is that inconsistency seems to be a way of life. We can take comfort in Oscar Wilde's observation that, "Consistency is the last refuge of the unimaginative," but let's see if there's a better defense than Wilde's for propeller makers. Prop Pitch Basics



Theoretically, propeller pitch is the distance the propeller screws itself forward in one revolution if the air were a solid. Because air isn't solid, this definition is flawed from the start, but it is a starting point for understanding what propeller pitch is. Turning a bolt into a nut moves it forward a given distance for each full turn. This is its pitch. If you have a 16-pitch bolt, one full turn will advance it 1/16 inch, or 16 full turns will move it 1 inch. Propeller pitch is similar, except it moves through the air and not a bolt. A propeller with a pitch of 40 inches theoretically advances 40 inches for each revolution.



Effective Pitch



The most reliable pitch number you can use is one you determine yourself. You can easily determine your propeller's effective pitch (EP)



by recording two performance numbers: true airspeed (TAS) and propeller rpm. Take these measurements in stabilized straight-and-level flight at a constant power setting, usually at cruise or top speed with a wide-open throttle in smooth skies. Be sure your tachometer and airspeed indicator are calibrated or that you can convert their readings to correct numbers. If you cannot run your throttle wide open, run at the highest throttle setting you can. Assuming a direct-drive engine, let's say the prop is turning 2700 rpm and the TAS is 160 mph. Using these parameters, your propeller's EP is 62.58 inches. In other words, for each turn of the propeller the airplane has moved forward 62.58 inches. You calculate EP by multiplying TAS in mph by 5,280 feet (1 mile; if you have TAS in knots, replace 5,280 with 6,076), then multiply by 12 inches (1 foot), and then divide by 60 minutes (1 hour). This gives the number of inches the airplane moves forward in one minute. To compute the number of inches the prop moves in one revolution, divide the number of inches per minute by the rpm. The formula looks like this: mph x 5,280 x 12 60 x rpm



= EP



160 x 5,280 x 12 = 10,137,600 _ = 62.58 60 x 2700 162,000



For airplanes traveling faster than 100 mph a propeller manufacturer's pitch number is usually within a few inches of the result. EP can vary quite a bit in slower, high-drag airplanes, usually several inches on the low side Sport Aviation
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of the manufacturer's pitch number. Much of this difference is caused by "slippage" because air is not a solid. The propeller must thrust air backward at a faster rate than the airplane is moving forward to overcome the drag of the airplane. If the manufacturer of our hypothetical prop lists the pitch as 68 inches, you can reverse the formula on previous page to figure out that a 68-inch pitch ought to give you 173.86 miles per hour. Pitch x rpm x 60 5,280 x 12



= mph



68 x 2700 x 60 = 11,016,000 5,280 x 12



63,360



Because actual speed is different from the calculated speed based on the manufacturer's pitch, we'll refer to the manufacturer's pitch as nominal pitch (NP) to distinguish it from EP.



= 173.86



can be measured and NP calculated. How manufacturers measure pitch is another factor that causes NP to differ from company to company. Prop blade profiles (their airfoil shapes) are usually flat or nearly flat on the bottom and have a raised leading edge, but some are completely flat from leading edge to trailing edge. This gives the manufacturers at least two choices for measuring the blade angle on props with a straight leading edge and at least three options for those with a raised leading edge. First, the angle can be measured on the flat bottom, and it can be measured on the so-called zero-lift line of the airfoil. For raised leading edge airfoils, the third option is to measure the angle along the chord line. Figure 1 illustrates the three possibilities for an airfoil having a raised leading



AIRFOIL PROFILES



Clark - Y RAF-6



NP Doesn't Equal EP



One manufacturer lists 69 inches as the pitch for a 160-hp RV-4, and another 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 company gives 75 inches. Other m a n u f a c t u r e r s f a l l Chord Location % somewhere in between, yet Figure 1 all the propellers yield generally the same speed for the RV-4. Why? Part of the answer is that pitch can vary de- edge. None of these two or three choices are pending on where the measurement is taken likely to equal the EP angle, yet each of them on the blade radius. A propeller blade twists is useful for a particular purpose. The flat bottom measurement is most useto an increasingly greater angle as it proceeds from the tip to the hub, forming a pseudo he- ful for the craftsman making the propeller. lix. The pitch of the helix decreases slightly By holding an angle-measuring tool flush around mid-blade and decreases rapidly near against the bottom surface, the craftsman the hub. Measuring the blade angle at the 75- can measure the blade angle and use this percent radius station (three-fourths of the measured angle to calculate flat bottom way out on the blade from the hub axis) may pitch. This eliminates the intermediate step calculate to 74 inches of pitch, and the corre- of adjusting the angle to the chord line or sponding measurement at the 40-percent sta- zero-lift line angle. Of the three measures, flat bottom pitch is the lowest number and tion might calculate to 63 inches. Most fixed-pitch propeller manufacturers will be closest to EP. Propeller designers find chord-line angles measure pitch at the 75-percent blade radius. Ground-adjustable propellers usually reference to be most convenient, and NACA (the Nablade angle at the tip, or 100-percent blade ra- tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, dius, for setting appropriate pitch. They do the predecessor of NASA) uses this measurenot specify an NP, but once the blades are set ment in its propeller efficiency charts. By usthe propeller has a fixed pitch, and its angles ing NACA charts and working directly with 58
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Effective pitch (EP) can easily be established from your airplane's performance if you determine and record two numbers: true airspeed (IAS) and propeller revolutions per minute (rpm). chord-line angle, designers can avoid intermediate calculations when creating a new prop. They can convert EP to an angle they can compare to chord-line angle to determine at what angle of attack the propeller blade is operating. This creates a convenient comparison of the propeller to airfoil lift and drag polar plots that are traditionally given with reference to chord-line angle of attack. The zero-lift line gives information on an airfoil's ability to produce lift at a negative angle of attack. Airfoils with flat bottoms produce lift even when the airfoil chord line is pointing slightly downward; that is, the chord line is at a negative angle to the airflow. The zero-lift line is usually the largest number of the three measures and therefore deviates the most from EP. The zero-lift line is useful in theoretical evaluations comparing propellers with different airfoils. Of the three measures, zero-lift line pitch is the least often used. Manufacturers will be involved in all three activities, production, design, and theory, at various times and will work with all three



Most Efficient Propeller Size & Pitch for 145 horsepower @ 2700 rpm—Various Speeds PROPELLER AIRFOIL



Airplane Speed Miles per hour 100 120 150 180 200



Clark-Y Diameter - Pitch 78-48 78-53 74-64 73-78 70-85



RAF-6 Diameter - Pitch 78-49 76-57 72-69 70-83 68-91



Table 1



measurements. They then have to decide which of the three measures to present to customers. No argument for one method or the other has been persuasive, so propeller makers, being generally imaginative people, have simply followed inconsistent courses.



Airfoil Variation



Like wings, propellers use different airfoils, but EP should be the same regardless of the airfoil. However, the airfoil choice can have a large effect on measured pitch or NP. Each manufacturer knows what the operating characteristics are for the airfoils they employ, and they'll pitch their propellers accordingly. The propeller efficiency charts in NACA Report No. 640 analyze two flat bottom airfoils that look alike, but their flight characteristics provide extreme variation in measured pitch. These airfoils are the Clark-Y and the RAF-6. Their profiles are compared in the adjacent illustration. Figure 1 compares the airfoils, and there are two noticeable physical differences between them. The RAF-6 has a completely flat bottom and the Clark-Y has a raised leading edge, being curved upward from 20 percent to 0 percent chord. The second difference is that the last 50 percent of the RAF-6 airfoil is thicker than the Clark-Y. Keeping horsepower and rpm constant, the NACA efficiency charts and formulas were used to calculate the most efficient diameter and pitch for various airplane speeds. The numbers obtained for both airfoils are summarized and compared in Table 1. Comparing the numbers at 100 mph, the diameter for both airfoils is equal, but the RAF-6 requires 1 inch more pitch. As speeds increase both diameters decline, with the RAF-6 diameter shrinking a bit more than the Clark-Y. Pitch increases as speed increases, an expected phenomenon. For the RAF-6, pitch increases more rapidly than for the Clark-Y. At 200 mph the RAF-6 needs 91 inches of pitch while the Clark-Y needs just 85 inches. Remember, speed, rpm, and horsepower are the same for both airfoils, so EP is equal even though measured pitch, or NP, has diverged. Thinking of a propeller as an air pump is a good way to understand the relationship of these changes as speed changes. Using equal power, pumps can move high volume at low speeds or low volume at high speeds. In either case they pump a certain quantity of fluid in a given time. Likewise, a propeller can be a low-speed, high-volume pump (low pitch, large diameter) like the Clark-Y airfoil, or it can be a high-speed, low-volume pump (high pitch, low diameter) like the RAF-6 airfoil. There is one difference not evident in the Sport Aviation
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'After over half a million hours in the air using Avblend... our planes stay in the air longer and work better while they're up there." HHerman KKrunfus, t Manager Powerp/ant Maintenance, American Flyers
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NACA charts and the numbers derived in Table 1. The pitch of both airfoils is calculated based on chord line. For the RAF-6, the chord line is the same as the flat bottom line. For the Clark-Y, the chord line is at a higher angle and higher pitch than its flat bottom line because of its upturned leading edge (Figure 1). If you were to calculate the pitch of the Clark-Y on its flat bottom, you would need to subtract 5 to 6 inches of pitch. This means that, had the flat bottom line been used to measure pitch, there would be a wider difference between the pitch of the two airfoils than the Table 1 numbers show. It becomes clear that the propeller manufacturer's choice of airfoil has some bearing on diameter and a lot of bearing on measured pitch, or NP. Other factors change the EP at which the propeller operates, including the n u m b e r of blades, chord width, blade airfoil thickness, and blade planform. In general, more blades and wider chord lengths tend to increase EP for a given NP. Correspondingly, more blades and wider chord lengths will reduce the NP re60
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quired to give a certain speed or EP.



Manufacturers & EP



We can summarize our discussion by defining NP as, "a number calculated by the manufacturer, based on the measured angle of the blade with reference to the propeller disk, taken where and how the manufacturer decides." This definition makes it sound as if the NP can be whatever the manufacturer says it is. That's close to the truth. Because NP is a subjective number, EP would seem to be a better number to describe the propeller blade. But there is a major problem with this idea. EP is what the particular airplane and engine combination produces with the particular propeller under the specific conditions that exist at a given instant. A high-drag airplane produces less EP, and EP is lower in a turn or climb than in straight-and-level flight, and it's lower still when the airplane is in a dive. EP can change with density altitude, and at rest, EP equals zero. With this in mind, EP begins to sound more subjective, and therefore worse, than NP for comparing propellers.
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Because air is not a solid and because there is an ever-changing relationship between prop thrust and airplane drag, there's major variability in EP. It's a great number to use when comparing propeller performance for similar airplanes under similar flight conditions, and it's the pilot's guide to whether the airplane is operating normally. EP can also be used to help diagnose problems ranging from poor engine performance to tachometer errors. It may suggest that the propeller is not a good match for the airplane or that the airframe is aerodynamically dirty. NP is the propeller maker's number. It depends on several factors, including how and where the airfoil is measured, what airfoil is used, and other artful variants each manufacturer contends with. It's not a number that can be compared with certainty. You now have a better idea of why. And in the real world of flying



and evaluating your aircraft's performance, you can pull EP out of your bag of tricks, a number you can use with confidence in spite of the fact it's so simple to figure.
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Demystifying Propeller Pitch 

way of life. We can take comfort in Oscar ... Turning a bolt into a nut moves it forward a given distance for each full turn. This is its pitch. If you have a 16-pitch bolt, one full turn will advance it 1/16 inch, or 16 full turns will move it 1 ...
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Notes on Propeller Pitch Angles 

find the angle. Measuring the angle of a wooden propeller the face of the hub is leveled and the angle mea- sured with a protractor directly or. SPORT AVIATION.
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Notes on Propeller Pitch Angles - Size 

20QQ RP M -6D MPH DR E5DO HPM - 3B. riPH. ?DQQRPM-95MPH cm 2500 RP.M - BD ... This system can be utilized in a manner shown in the sketch by fas-.
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An Automatic Variable Pitch Propeller? For Amateurs?! 

and the center point of the root section at the hub. The material used had to be deformable enough without fatiguing in order for the air pressure to render the.
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pitch pitch - makestorming 

CONSIGNE Prenez connaissance de la fiche pratique et des enjeux d'un pitch. Remplissez ensuite le contenu de la page 2 et 3. Ã€ vos marques, prÃªts, pitchez !
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pitch pitch - makestorming 

Finissez votre pitch avec une super phrase d'accroche qui restera dans la tÃªte de votre public. Donnez leur envie de venir vous voir et poser des questions sur ...
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LigoDLB Propeller 5 LigoDLB Propeller 2 

og aÃ°rar krÃ¶fur, sem gerÃ°ar eru Ã tilskipun 1999/5/EC. Italiano [Italian]. Con la presente Wilibox dichiara che questo LigoDLB Propeller 2, LigoDLB Propeller 5, Ã¨ conforme ai requisiti essenziali ed alle altre disposizioni pertinenti stabilite d
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PROPELLER TRACKING 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. IT'S IMPORTANT TO CHECK for proper track- ing whenever installing a propeller. A propeller that is not tracking properly will.
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Propeller fatigue.pdf 

Much has been written about detecting metal fatigue through inspection for cracks. This should not give the false impression that the absence of cracks indicates ...
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Propeller Care 

Apr 19, 1993 - the hub failed, releasing a propeller blade. The resultant ... Many assume dry air helps preserve metal. ... A propeller stored with its blades in a.
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HARTZELL PROPELLER INC. SERVICE ... - Precision Propeller Service 

Hartzell Manual 100E, (ATA 61-10-00) Hydro-Selective Propeller Overhaul Manual. .... B. Hydraulic Unit Installation. (1) ... Clean and oil the engine shaft. (2).
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Propeller balancing.pdf 

By Larry Schubert, EAA #40030 Designee #874, as originally published in Wichita, Kansas Chapter 88 newsletter, "THE HOMEBUILDER". Balancing of the ...
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Nomograph for Propeller Design 

of the Playboy which contains the fuselage and tail group - zinc chromated, landing gear, wheels, wing ribs, spars, plans, plus many fittings and other parts.
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The Maloof Controllable Propeller 

By Ralph P. Maloof (EAA 89233). P.O. Box 38. Calabasas, CA 91302. L.LMOST TWO YEARS have passed since I initiated the design of the Model C-3.6 ...
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Young Entrepreneurs, Make Your Pitch 

Open to Grades 9-12. VIDEO DEADLINE: FrIDAy, MArch 22, 2019, 12 p.M. makeyourpitch @makeyourpitch @makeyourpitch. Ontario Centres of Excellence is a ...
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Propeller Fatigue - Size 

fatigue limit is exceeded, metal lite is being used up. Virtu- ally all metal .... the blade or running a pencil tip lightly along the blade ... Node Location from tip. 17".
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Propeller Dynamic Balance 

(IPS) and location of the mass trim weights. (in degrees) from the engine index mark. The ACES manual provides an excellent guide to dynamically balancing ...
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Choosing A Propeller 

aircraft construction project when the builder is faced with a .... TYPE CERTIFICATE DATA SHEET NO. 3A12 ..... first page of the Cessna 172 data sheets which ...
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Building Basics: Pitch and Power 

building a kit airplane, the designer has worked with a prop manufac- turer to develop a choice of â€œopti- mumâ€� props. If that's the case, you simply have to pick a ...
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Young Entrepreneurs, Make Your Pitch 

vendre votre idée d'affaires créative! Créez une vidéo de deux minutes expliquant votre idée d'affaires. Partagez avec nous quels problèmes cette idée ...
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Young Entrepreneurs, Make Your Pitch 

HOW DO I ENTER? Create a two-minute video explaining your business idea. Tell us what problems it will solve, who your customers will be and why your ...
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Young Entrepreneurs, Make Your Pitch 

minutes pour nous vendre votre idée d'affaires créative! COMMENT PUIS-JE PARTICIPER? Créez une vidéo de deux minutes expliquant votre idée d'affaires.
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The Felix Propeller 

Australia and other ocean front countries. ... ous work, then an hour of rest. .... Jon Krapfl and Oiane Johnson with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service airboat at ...
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The Airpower Propeller 

I never really wanted to build or sell propellers. Looking back over the three years of development and testing that has resulted in the Airpower Propeller,.
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